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Figure 9.2 FIONA and its application. (a) CCD image of a single Cy5 labeled RNA (left
inset) and its corresponding PSF fit to a 2D Gaussian. Residuals frorn the fit, which depict
the deviation ofdata points frorn the lrtted curve, are also shown (right inset). (b) The
hand-over-hand translocation rnodel of rnvosin V as evident from single molecule step
traces of myosin V labeled rvith bifunctional rhodtrmine on one of the twelve calnodulin
light chains (47). on average, the protein alternates betrveen 52 nm and 23 nm steps as it
n-'oves. This stepping pattern suggests that x, the distance along the direction of motion
between the center of the coiled-coil stalk and labeled calmodulin, is 7.5 nm, i.e., the
third calmodulin from the top is labeled. Sometirnes, the speed of myosin V translocation
is much faster than the frame rate of image acquisition, due to which, some 52 nm and
23 nm steps combine to yield -74 nm apparent steps. A histogram of six rnyosin V
molecules taking a total of92 steps, representing the frequency ofoccurrence ofspecific
step-sizes, is shown in the inset. (Panel c reproduced with permission from (47)).
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Figure 9'3 comparison of sRI-sML imaging with conventional fluorescence and electron
microscopy' (a) sRI-sML images have a much higher resolution compared to conventional
fluorescence microscope images. This resorution enhancement is particurarly striking in
the case of microtubule firaments. As irustrated, due to overlapping of diffraction-rimited
spots' conventional imaging cannot resolve single filaments or capture the int'cate
criss-crossing pattern clearly observed in SRI-SML images. Not. ihut, unlike SRI_SML,
conventional imaging only requires one frame per image, thus the final image is not buirt
uP uPon individual activation events. Individual frames are illustrated here merely for the
sake of comparison. (b) and (c) comparison of images of crathrin coated pits obtained
using 3D sroRM and electron rnicroscopy (ReproJuced with permission from (9g, r33)).




































